One Kenmore Square

BCDC Subcommittee Meeting

October 22, 2019

Owner: Mark Development
Urban Design: Speck & Associates
Transportation Planning: Stantec
Architect: Studio Gang
Landscape Architect: Reed Hilderbrand
Artist: James Carpenter Design Associates
Wind Testing: RWDI
WHAT WE HEARD

Is there opportunity to make New Road more plaza like?

What constraints establish the building location?

How do we animate the plaza in Winter?

How do we capitalize on the wind screens as a design opportunity?

Interest in more about the expression and materiality of the building.
Is there opportunity to make New Road more plaza like?
THE PROCESS
- Ongoing meetings with the City, BPDA, PIC, MBTA
- Maintain overall urban design improvements
- Prioritize Route 57 access
- Ongoing adjustments to signal timing/phases
MODIFICATIONS

- Signal phasing/timing to prioritize Route 57, balance impacts, maintain pedestrian/bicycle service
- Comm. Ave throat widened slightly to accommodate operations and safety from vehicle movement
- Crosswalk removed on Beacon St (east side) to accommodate prioritized signal phasing for Route 57
What constraints establish the building location?
How do we animate the plaza in Winter?
How do we capitalize on the wind screens as a design opportunity?
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KENMORE SQUARE PUBLIC REALM / ART COMPONENT - JAMES CARPENTER DESIGN ASSOCIATES - WINDSCREEN
WE BELIEVE IN THE POWER of PUBLIC ART
AND THE POWER of AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCES
AND THE POWER OF SOCIAL MEDIA
TO ORGANICALLY CREATE AND FOSTER COMMUNITIES
Building Updates

• Ground floor, Mezzanine space and Rooftop Design
• The expression and materiality of the building
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GENERAL NOTES

1. THE DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS PREPARED BY THE ARCHITECTS FOR THIS PROJECT ARE INSTRUMENTS OF THE ARCHITECT'S SERVICE FOR USE SOLEY WITH RESPECT TO THIS PROJECT AND UNLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED THE ARCHITECT SHALL BE DEEMED THE AUTHOR OF THESE DOCUMENTS AND SHALL RETAIN ALL COMMON LAW, STATUTORY AND OTHER RESERVED RIGHTS, INCLUDING THE COPYRIGHT. REPRODUCTION IS PROHIBITED. COPYRIGHT 2019. STUDIO GROAN ARCHITECTS.
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